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Abstract. In this paper, we continue the development of a new combinatorial model for the irreducible
characters of a complex semisimple Lie group. The main results of this paper are: (1) a combinatorial
description of the crystal graphs corresponding to the irreducible representations (this result includes a
transparent proof, based on the Yang-Baxter equation, of the fact that the mentioned description does not
depend on the choice involved in our model); (2) a combinatorial realization (which is the first direct gen-
eralization of Schützenberger’s involution on tableaux) of a certain fundamental involution on the canonical
basis exhibiting the crystals as self-dual posets; (3) an analog for arbitrary root systems, based on the
Yang-Baxter equation, of Schützenberger’s sliding algorithm, which is also known as jeu de taquin (this
algorithm has many applications to the representation theory of the Lie algebra of type A). Our approach
is type-independent.

Résumé.

Dans cet article, nous continuons le développement d’un nouveau modèle combinatoire pour les ca-
ractères irréductibles d’un groupe de Lie complexe semisimple. Les résultats principaux de cet article sont :
(1) une description combinatoire des graphes cristallins correspondant aux représentations irréductibles (ce
résultat inclut une preuve transparente, basée sur l’équation de Yang-Baxter, du fait que la description
mentionnée ne dépend pas du choix impliqué dans notre modèle) ; (2) une réalisation combinatoire (qui
est la première généralisation directe de l’involution de Schützenberger sur les tableaux) d’une involution
fondamentale sur la base canonique pour laquelle les cristaux sont des ensembles partiellement ordonnés
auto-dual ; (3) un analogue de l’algorithme coulissant de Schützenberger, qui est également connu sous le
nom ”jeu de taquin”, pour les systèmes de racine. Cet analogue est basé sur l’équation de Yang-Baxter.
Notre approche est indépendante du choix du type du système de racine.

1. Introduction

We have recently given a simple combinatorial model for the irreducible characters of a complex semisim-
ple Lie group G and, more generally, for the Demazure characters [12]. For reasons explained below, we call
our model the alcove path model. This was extended to complex symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras in [13]
(that is, to infinite root systems).

The alcove path model leads to an extensive generalization of the combinatorics of irreducible characters
from Lie type A (where the combinatorics is based on Young tableaux, for instance) to arbitrary type; our
approach is type-independent. The present paper continues the study of the combinatorics of the new model,
which was started in [12, 13].

The main results of this paper are:

(1) a combinatorial description of the crystal graphs corresponding to the irreducible representations
(Corollary 4.4); this result includes a transparent proof, based on the Yang-Baxter equation, of the
fact that the mentioned description does not depend on the choice involved in our model (Corollary
4.3);
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(2) a combinatorial realization of a certain fundamental involution on the canonical basis (Theorem 5.4,
see also Example 5.6); this involution [18] exhibits the crystals as self-dual posets, and corresponds
to the action of the longest Weyl group element on an irreducible representation; our combinatorial
realization is the first direct generalization of Schützenberger’s involution on tableaux (see e.g. [6]);

(3) an analog for arbitrary root systems, based on the Yang-Baxter equation, of Schützenberger’s sliding
algorithm, which is also known as jeu de taquin (Section 4); this algorithm has many applications
to the representation theory of the Lie algebra of type A (see e.g. [6]).

Our model is based on the choice of an alcove path, which is a sequence of adjacent alcoves for the affine
Weyl group Waff of the Langland’s dual group G∨. An alcove path is best represented as a λ-chain, that
is, as a sequence of positive roots corresponding to the common walls of successive alcoves in the mentioned
sequence of alcoves. These chains extend the notion of a reflection ordering [5]. Given a fixed λ-chain,
the objects that generalize semistandard Young tableaux are all the subsequences of roots that give rise to
saturated increasing chains in Bruhat order (on the Weyl group W ) upon multiplying on the right by the
corresponding reflections. We call these subsequences admissible subsets. In [13] we defined root operators
on admissible subsets, which are certain partial operators associated with the simple roots; in type A, they
correspond to the coplactic operations on tableaux [17]. The root operators produce a directed colored graph
structure and a poset structure on admissible subsets. We showed in [13] that this graph is isomorphic to
the crystal graph of the corresponding irreducible representation if the chosen λ-chain is a special one. All
this background information on the alcove path model is explained in more detail in Section 3, following
some general background material discussed in Section 2.

In Section 4, we study certain discrete moves which allow us to deform any λ-chain into any other λ-chain
(for a fixed dominant weight λ), and to biject the corresponding admissible subsets. We call these moves
Yang-Baxter moves since they express the fact that certain operators satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation. We
will explain below the reason for which the Yang-Baxter moves can be considered an analog of jeu de taquin
for arbitrary root systems. We show that the Yang-Baxter moves commute with the root operators; this
means that the directed colored graph defined by the root operators is invariant under Yang-Baxter moves,
and it is thus independent from the choice of a λ-chain. Based on the special case in [13] discussed above,
this immediately implies that the mentioned graph is isomorphic to the corresponding crystal graph for any
choice of a λ-chain.

In Section 5, we present a combinatorial description of a certain fundamental involution ηλ on the
canonical basis. Such a description was given by Schützenberger in type A in terms of tableaux, and the
corresponding procedure is known as evacuation. The importance of this involution stems from the fact that it
exhibits the crystals as self-dual posets, and it corresponds to the action of the longest Weyl group element on
an irreducible representation; it also appears in other contexts, such as the recent realization of the category
of crystals as a coboundary category [8]. Our description of the mentioned involution is very similar to that
of the evacuation map. The main ingredient in defining the latter map, namely Schützenberger’s sliding
algorithm (also known as jeu de taquin), is replaced by Yang-Baxter moves. There is another ingredient,
which has to do with “reversing” a λ-chain and an associated admissible subset, by analogy with reversing
the word of a tableau in the definition of the evacuation map. Our construction also leads to a purely
combinatorial proof of the fact that the crystals (as defined by our root operators) are self-dual posets.

The relationship between the alcove path model and other models for the irreducible characters of
semisimple Lie algebras, such as the Littelmann path model, LS paths [14, 15, 16], and LS-galleries [7],
was discussed in [12, 13].

As far as analogs of jeu de taquin are concerned, let us mention that the only such analog known in the
Littelmann path model is the one due to van Leeuwen [11]. The goal of the mentioned paper was to use
this analog in order to express in a bijective manner the symmetry of the Littlewood-Richardson rule in the
Littelmann path model.

Let us also mention that an explicit description of the involution ηλ discussed above is given in [19] in a
different model for characters, which is based on Lusztig’s parametrization and the string parametrization of
the dual canonical basis [2]. Unlike the combinatorial approach in Schützenberger’s evacuation procedure,
the involution is now expressed as an affine map whose coefficients are entries of the corresponding Cartan
matrix. No intrinsic explanation for the fact that this map is an involution is available.

We believe that the properties of our model that were investigated in [12, 13] as well as in this paper
represent just a small fraction of a rich combinatorial structure yet to be explored, which would generalize
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most of the combinatorics of Young tableaux. A future publication will be concerned with the combinatorics
of the product of crystals.

2. Preliminaries

We recall some background information on finite root systems, affine Weyl groups, and crystal graphs.

2.1. Root systems. Let G be a connected, simply connected, simple complex Lie group. Fix a Borel
subgroup B and a maximal torus T such that G ⊃ B ⊃ T . As usual, we denote by B− be the opposite
Borel subgroup, while N and N− are the unipotent radicals of B and B−, respectively. Let g, h, n, and n−

be the complex Lie algebras of G, T , N , and N−, respectively. Let r be the rank of the Cartan subalgebra
h. Let Φ ⊂ h∗ be the corresponding irreducible root system, and let h∗

R
⊂ h∗ be the real span of the roots.

Let Φ+ ⊂ Φ be the set of positive roots corresponding to our choice of B. Then Φ is the disjoint union of
Φ+ and Φ− := −Φ+. We write α > 0 (respectively, α < 0) for α ∈ Φ+ (respectively, α ∈ Φ−), and we define
sgn(α) to be 1 (respectively −1). We also use the notation |α| := sgn(α)α. Let α1, . . . , αr ∈ Φ+ be the
corresponding simple roots, which form a basis of h∗

R
. Let 〈 · , · 〉 denote the nondegenerate scalar product on

h∗
R

induced by the Killing form. Given a root α, the corresponding coroot is α∨ := 2α/〈α, α〉. The collection
of coroots Φ∨ := {α∨ | α ∈ Φ} forms the dual root system.

The Weyl group W ⊂ Aut(h∗
R
) of the Lie group G is generated by the reflections sα : h∗

R
→ h∗

R
, for

α ∈ Φ, given by sα : λ 7→ λ − 〈λ, α∨〉α. In fact, the Weyl group W is generated by the simple reflections
s1, . . . , sr corresponding to the simple roots si := sαi

, subject to the Coxeter relations. An expression of a
Weyl group element w as a product of generators w = si1 · · · sil

which has minimal length is called a reduced
decomposition for w; its length `(w) = l is called the length of w. The Weyl group contains a unique longest
element w◦ with maximal length `(w◦) = #Φ+. For u,w ∈ W , we say that u covers w, and write um w, if
w = usβ , for some β ∈ Φ+, and `(u) = `(w) + 1. The transitive closure “>” of the relation “m” is called the
Bruhat order on W .

The weight lattice Λ is given by

(2.1) Λ := {λ ∈ h∗
R
| 〈λ, α∨〉 ∈ Z for any α ∈ Φ}.

The set Λ+ of dominant weights is given by

Λ+ := {λ ∈ Λ | 〈λ, α∨〉 ≥ 0 for any α ∈ Φ+}.

Let ρ := 1
2

∑
β∈Φ+ β. The height of a coroot α∨ ∈ Φ∨ is 〈ρ, α∨〉 = c1 + · · ·+ cr if α∨ = c1α

∨
1 + · · ·+ crα

∨
r .

Since we assumed that Φ is irreducible, there is a unique highest coroot θ∨ ∈ Φ∨ that has maximal height.
(In other words, θ∨ is the highest root of the dual root system Φ∨. It should not be confused with the coroot
of the highest root of Φ.) We will also use the Coxeter number, that can be defined as h := 〈ρ, θ∨〉 + 1.

2.2. Affine Weyl groups. In this subsection, we remind a few basic facts about affine Weyl groups
and alcoves, cf. Humphreys [9, Chaper 4] for more details.

Let Waff be the affine Weyl group for the Langland’s dual group G∨. The affine Weyl group Waff is
generated by the affine reflections sα,k : h∗

R
→ h∗

R
, for α ∈ Φ and k ∈ Z, that reflect the space h∗

R
with respect

to the affine hyperplanes Hα,k := {λ ∈ h∗
R
| 〈λ, α∨〉 = k}. The hyperplanes Hα,k divide the real vector space

h∗
R

into open regions, called alcoves.
The fundamental alcove A◦ is given by

A◦ := {λ ∈ h∗
R
| 0 < 〈λ, α∨〉 < 1 for all α ∈ Φ+}.

An important property of the affine Weyl group is that it acts simply transitively on the collection of all
alcoves. This fact implies that, for any alcove A, there exists a unique element vA of the affine Weyl group
Waff such that vA(A◦) = A. Hence the map A 7→ vA is a one-to-one correspondence between alcoves and
elements of the affine Weyl group.

Recall that θ∨ ∈ Φ∨ is the highest coroot. Let θ ∈ Φ+ be the corresponding root, and let α0 := −θ. The
affine Weyl group is a Coxeter group generated by the set of reflections s0, s1, . . . , sr, where s0 := sα0,−1 and
s1, . . . , sr ∈ W are the simple reflections si = sαi,0.

We say that two alcoves A and B are adjacent if B is obtained by an affine reflection of A with respect
to one of its walls. In other words, two alcoves are adjacent if they are distinct and have a common wall.
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For a pair of adjacent alcoves, let us write A
β

−→ B if the common wall of A and B is of the form Hβ,k and
the root β ∈ Φ points in the direction from A to B.

2.3. Crystal graphs and Schützenberger’s involution. Let U(g) be the universal enveloping al-
gebra of the Lie algebra g, which is generated by Ei, Fi, Hi, for i = 1, . . . , r, subject to the Serre relations
and some additional relations. Let B be the canonical basis of U(n−), and let Bλ := B ∩ Vλ be the canonical
basis of the irreducible representation Vλ with highest weight λ. Let vλ and vlow

λ be the highest and lowest

weight vectors in Bλ, respectively. Let Ẽi, F̃i, for i = 1, . . . , r, be Kashiwara’s operators [10, 18]; these are
also known as raising and lowering operators, respectively. The crystal graph of Vλ is the directed colored

graph on Bλ defined by arrows x → y colored i for each F̃i(x) = cy + lower terms, or, equivalently, for

each Ẽi(y) = cx + lower terms, with c a constant. (In fact, Kashiwara defined the crystal graph of the
q-deformation of U(g), also known as a quantum group; using the quantum deformation, one can associate

a crystal graph to a g-representation.) One can also define partial orders �i on Bλ by x �i y if x = F̃ k
i (y)

for some k ≥ 0. We let � denote the partial order generated by all partial orders �i, for i = 1, . . . , r. The
poset (Bλ,�) has maximum vλ and minimum vlow

λ .
In order to proceed, we need the following general setup. Let V be a module over an associative algebra

U and σ an automorphism of U . The twisted U -module V σ is the same vector space V but with the new
action u ∗ v := σ(u)v for u ∈ U and v ∈ V . Clearly, V στ = (V σ)τ for every two automorphisms σ and τ of
U . Furthermore, if V is a simple U -module, then so is V σ. In particular, if U = U(g) and V = Vλ, then
(Vλ)σ is isomorphic to Vσ(λ) for some dominant weight σ(λ). Thus there is an isomorphism of vector spaces
σλ : Vλ → Vσ(λ) such that

σλ(uv) = σ(u)σλ(v) , u ∈ U(g) , v ∈ Vλ .

By Schur’s lemma, σλ is unique up to a scalar multiple.
The longest Weyl group element w◦ defines an involution on the simple roots by αi 7→ αi∗ := −w◦(αi).

Consider the automorphisms of U(g) defined by

φ(Ei) = Fi , φ(Fi) = Ei , φ(Hi) = −Hi ,(2.2)

ψ(Ei) = Ei∗ , ψ(Fi) = Fi∗ , ψ(Hi) = Hi∗ ,(2.3)

and η := φψ. Clearly, these three automorphisms together with the identity automorphism form a group
isomorphic to Z/2Z × Z/2Z. It also easily follows from (2.2)-(2.3) that

φ(λ) = ψ(λ) = −w◦(λ) , η(λ) = λ .

We can normalize each of the maps φλ, ψλ, and ηλ by the requirement that

(2.4) φλ(vλ) = vlow
−w◦(λ) , ψλ(vλ) = v−w◦(λ) , ηλ(vλ) = vlow

λ .

(Of course, we also set Idλ to be the identity map on Vλ.) By [18, Proposition 21.1.2], cf. also [1, Proposition
7.1], we have the following result.

Proposition 2.1. [1, 18] (1) Each of the maps φλ and ψλ sends Bλ to B−w◦(λ), while ηλ sends Bλ to
itself.

(2) For every two (not necessarily distinct) elements σ, τ of the group {Id, φ, ψ, η}, we have (στ)λ =
στ(λ)τλ. In particular, the map ηλ is an involution.

(3) For every i = 1, . . . , r, we have

(2.5) φλF̃i = Ẽiφλ , ψλF̃i = F̃i∗ψλ , ηλF̃i = Ẽi∗ηλ .

In particular, the poset (Bλ,�) is self-dual, and ηλ is the corresponding antiautomorphism.

Berenstein and Zelevinsky [1] showed that, in type An−1 (that is, in the case of the Lie algebra sln), the
operator ηλ is given by Schützenberger’s evacuation procedure for semistandard Young tableaux (see e.g.
[6]).
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3. The Alcove Path Model

In this section, we recall the model for the irreducible characters of semisimple Lie algebras that we
introduced in [12, 13]. We refer to these papers for more details, including the proofs of the results mentioned
below. Although some of these results hold for infinite root systems (cf. [13]), the setup in this paper is
that of a finite irreducible root system, as discussed in Section 2.

Our model is conveniently phrased in terms of several sequences, so let us mention some related notation.
Given a totally ordered index set I = {i1 < i2 < . . . < in}, a sequence (ai1 , ai2 , . . . , ain

) is sometimes
abbreviated to {aj}j∈I . We also let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}.

3.1. λ-chains. The affine translations by weights preserve the set of affine hyperplanes Hα,k. It follows
that these affine translations map alcoves to alcoves. Let Aλ = A◦ + λ be the alcove obtained by the affine
translation of the fundamental alcove A◦ by a weight λ ∈ Λ. Let vλ be the corresponding element of Waff ,
i.e,. vλ is defined by vλ(A◦) = Aλ. Note that the element vλ may not be an affine translation itself.

Let us now fix a dominant weight λ. Let v 7→ v̄ be the homomorphism Waff → W defined by ignoring
the affine translation. In other words, s̄α,k = sα ∈W .

Definition 3.1. A λ-chain of roots is a sequence of positive roots (β1, . . . , βn) which is determined as
indicated below by a reduced decomposition v−λ = si1 · · · sin

of v−λ as a product of generators of Waff :

β1 = αi1 , β2 = s̄i1(αi2), β3 = s̄i1 s̄i2(αi3), . . . , βn = s̄i1 · · · s̄in−1
(αin

) .

When the context allows, we will abbreviate “λ-chain of roots” to “λ-chain”. The λ-chain of reflections
associated with the above λ-chain of roots is the sequence (r̂1, . . . , r̂n) of affine reflections in Waff given by

r̂1 = si1 , r̂2 = si1si2si1 , r̂3 = si1si2si3si2si1 , . . . , r̂n = si1 · · · sin
· · · si1 .

We will present two equivalent definitions of a λ-chain of roots.

Definition 3.2. An alcove path is a sequence of alcoves (A0, A1, . . . , An) such that Ai−1 and Ai are
adjacent, for i = 1, . . . , n. We say that an alcove path is reduced if it has minimal length among all alcove
paths from A0 to An.

Given a finite sequence of roots Γ = (β1, . . . , βn), we define the sequence of integers (l∅1 , . . . , l
∅
n) by

l∅i := #{j < i | βj = βi}, for i = 1, . . . , n. We also need the following two conditions on Γ.

(R1) The number of occurrences of any positive root α in Γ is 〈λ, α∨〉.
(R2) For each triple of positive roots (α, β, γ) with γ∨ = α∨ + β∨, the subsequence of Γ consisting of

α, β, γ is a concatenation of pairs (α, γ) and (β, γ) (in any order).

Theorem 3.3. [12] The following statements are equivalent.

(a) The sequence of roots Γ = (β1, . . . , βn) is a λ-chain, and (r̂1, . . . , r̂n) is the associated λ-chain of
reflections.

(b) We have a reduced alcove path A0
−β1
−→ · · ·

−βn
−→ An from A0 = A◦ to An = A−λ, and r̂i is the affine

reflection in the common wall of Ai−1 and Ai, for i = 1, . . . , n.
(c) The sequence Γ satisfies conditions (R1) and (R2) above, and r̂i = sβi,−l∅

i
, for i = 1, . . . , n.

A particular choice of a λ-chain was described in [13].

3.2. Admissible subsets. For the remainder of this section, we fix a λ-chain Γ = (β1, . . . , βn). Let
ri := sβi

. We now define the centerpiece of our combinatorial model for characters, which is our generalization
of semistandard Young tableaux in type A.

Definition 3.4. An admissible subset is a subset of [n] (possibly empty), that is, J = {j1 < j2 < . . . <
js}, such that we have the following saturated chain in the Bruhat order on W :

1 l rj1 l rj1rj2 l . . .l rj1rj2 . . . rjs
.

We denote by A(Γ) the collection of all admissible subsets corresponding to our fixed λ-chain Γ. Given an
admissible subset J , we use the notation

µ(J) := −r̂j1 . . . r̂js
(−λ) , w(J) := rj1 . . . rjs

.
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We call µ(J) the weight of the admissible subset J .

Theorem 3.5. [12, 13] We have the following character formula:

ch(Vλ) =
∑

J∈A(Γ)

eµ(J) .

A more general Demazure character formula is also given in [12]. In addition to these character formulas,
a Littlewood-Richardson rule for decomposing tensor products of irreducible representations is presented in
terms of our model in [13].

Example 3.6. Consider the Lie algebra sl3 of type A2. The corresponding root system Φ can be realized
inside the vector space V := R3/R(1, 1, 1) as Φ = {αij := εi − εj | i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3}, where ε1, ε2, ε3 ∈ V
are the images of the coordinate vectors in R3. The reflection sαij

is denoted by sij . The simple roots are α12

and α23, while α13 = α12 + α23 is the other positive root. Let λ = ω1 = ε1 be the first fundamental weight.
In this case, there is only one λ-chain (β1, β2) = (α12, α13). There are 3 admissible subsets: ∅, {1}, {1, 2}.
The subset {2} is not admissible because the reflection s13 does not cover the identity element. We have

(l∅1 , l
∅
2) = (0, 0). Theorem 3.5 gives the following expression for the character of Vω1

:

ch(Vω1
) = eω1 + es12(ω1) + es12s13(ω1).

3.3. Root operators. We now define partial operators known as root operators on the collection A(Γ)
of admissible subsets corresponding to our fixed λ-chain Γ = (β1, . . . , βn). They are associated with a
fixed simple root αp, and are traditionally denoted by Fp (also called a lowering operator) and Ep (also
called a raising operator). The notation is the one introduced above. Recall the sequence of integers

(l∅1 , . . . , l
∅
n) associated to Γ, and the corresponding affine reflections r̂i = sβi,−l∅

i
for i = 1, . . . , n. Let

J = {j1 < j2 < . . . < js} be a fixed admissible subset. We associate with J the sequence of roots (γ1, . . . , γn)
and the sequence of integers L(J) = (l1, . . . , ln), as follows: given i ∈ [n], we let k := max {a | ja < i} and
r̂j1 . . . r̂jk

(Hβi,−l∅
i
) = Hγi,−li for some positive root γi and some integer li. We also define lp∞ := 〈µ(J), α∨

p 〉.

Finally, we let

(3.1) I(J, p) := {i ∈ [n] | γi = αp} , L(J, p) := ({li}i∈I(J,p), l
p
∞) , M(J, p) := max L(J, p) .

It turns out that M(J, p) ≥ 0.
We can define the root operator Fp on the admissible subset J whenever M(J, p) > 0. Let m = mF (J, p)

be defined by

mF (J, p) :=

{
min {i ∈ I(J, p) | li = M(J, p)} if this set is nonempty

∞ otherwise .

Let k = kF (J, p) be the predecessor of m in I(J, p) ∪ {∞}, which always exists. It turns out that m ∈ J if
m 6= ∞, but k 6∈ J Finally, we set

(3.2) Fp(J) := (J \ {m}) ∪ {k} .

We showed in [13] that we have µ(Fp(J)) = µ(J) − αp.
Let us now define a partial inverse Ep to Fp. The operator Ep is defined on the admissible subset J

whenever M(J, p) > 〈µ(J), α∨
p 〉. Let k = kE(J, p) be defined by

kE(J, p) := max {i ∈ I(J, p) | li = M(J, p)} ;

the above set turns out to be always nonempty. Let m = mE(J, p) be the successor of k in I(J, p)∪ {∞}. It
turns out that k ∈ J but m 6∈ J . Finally, we set

(3.3) Ep(J) := (J \ {k}) ∪ ({m} \ {∞}) .

Similarly to Kashiwara’s operators (see Subsection 2.3), the root operators above define a directed colored
graph structure and a poset structure on the set A(Γ) of admissible subsets corresponding to a fixed λ-chain
Γ. According to [13, Proposition 6.9]), the admissible subset Jmax = ∅ is the maximum of the poset A(Γ).
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4. Yang-Baxter Moves

In this section, we define the analog of Schützenberger’s sliding algorithm in our model, which we call a
Yang-Baxter move, for reasons explained below. We start with some results on dihedral subgroups of Weyl
groups.

4.1. Dihedral reflection subgroups. Let W be a dihedral Weyl group of order 2q, that is, a Weyl
group of type A1 × A1, A2, B2, or G2 (with q = 2, 3, 4, 6, respectively). Let Φ be the corresponding root
system with simple roots α, β. The sequence

(4.1) β1 := α, β2 := sα(β), β3 := sαsβ(α), . . . , βq−1 := sβ(α), βq := β

is a reflection ordering on the positive roots of Φ (cf. [5]). We present the Bruhat order on the Weyl group
of type G2 in Figure 1. Here, as well as throughout this paper, we label a cover v l vsγ in Bruhat order by
the corresponding root γ.
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Figure 1. The Bruhat order on the Weyl group of type G2.

With every pair of Weyl group elements u < w in Bruhat order, we will associate a subset J(u,w) of [q]
as follows. Let a := `(u) and b := `(w). Given δ ∈ {α, β}, we will use the notation

W δ := {v ∈ W | `(vsδ) > `(v)} , W
δ

:= W \W δ = {v ∈W | `(vsδ) < `(v)} .

Case 0: u = w. We let J(u, u) := ∅.
Case 1: b− a = 1. We have the following disjoint subcases.

Case 1.1: u ∈ Wα, w ∈W
α
, so 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 1. We let J(u,w) := {1}.

Case 1.2: u ∈ W
β
, w ∈Wα, so 0 < a < q − 1. We let J(u,w) := {q − a}.

Case 1.3: u ∈ W β , w ∈W
β
, so 0 ≤ a ≤ q − 1. We let J(u,w) := {q}.

Case 1.4: u ∈ W
α
, w ∈W β , so 0 < a < q − 1. We let J(u,w) := {a+ 1}.

Case 2: 1 < b− a < q. We have the following disjoint subcases.
Case 2.1: u ∈ Wα, w ∈W β , so 0 ≤ a < a+ 2 ≤ b < q.

We let J(u,w) := {1, a+ 2, a+ 3, . . . , b}.

Case 2.2: u ∈ W
β
, w ∈W

β
, so 0 < a < a+ 2 ≤ b ≤ q.

We let J(u,w) := {1, a+ 2, a+ 3, . . . , b− 1, q}.
Case 2.3: u ∈ W β , w ∈Wα, so 0 ≤ a < a+ 2 ≤ b < q.

We let J(u,w) := {a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , b− 1, q}.
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Case 2.4: u ∈ W
α
, w ∈W

α
, so 0 < a < a+ 2 ≤ b ≤ q.

We let J(u,w) := {a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , b}.
Case 3: a = 0 and b = q, that is, u is the identity and w is the longest Weyl group element w◦. In this

case, we let J := [q].

In Case 2.2, if b = a+ 2 then the sequence a+ 2, a+ 3, . . . , b− 1 is considered empty.
Let J(u,w) := {j1 < j2 < . . . < jb−a}. We use the notation ri := sβi

, as above. It is easy to check that,
in all cases above, we have a unique saturated increasing chain in Bruhat order from u to w whose labels
form a subsequence of (4.1); this chain is

ul urj1 l urj1rj2 l . . .l urj1 . . . rjb−a
= w .

More generally, we have the result below for an arbitrary Weyl group W with a dihedral reflection subgroup
W and corresponding root systems Φ ⊇ Φ. The notation is the same as above. It is known that any element
w of W can be written uniquely as w = bwcw, where bwc is the minimal representative of the left coset
wW , and w ∈ W . The following result can be easily deduced from the corresponding one for W = W via a
standard fact about cosets modulo dihedral reflection subgroups, namely [3, Lemma 5.1].

Proposition 4.1. For each pair of elements u < w in the same (left) coset of W modulo W , we have
a unique saturated increasing chain in Bruhat order from u to w whose labels form a subsequence of (4.1);
this chain is

ul urj1 l urj1rj2 l . . .l urj1 . . . rjb−a
= w ,

where J(u,w) := {j1 < j2 < . . . < jb−a}.

We obtain another reflection ordering by reversing the sequence (4.1). Let us denote the corresponding
subset of [q] by J ′(u,w). We are interested in passing from the chain between u and w compatible with the
ordering (4.1) to the chain compatible with the reverse ordering. If we fix a := `(u) and b := `(w), we can
realize the passage from J(u,w) to J ′(u,w) via the involution Yq,a,b described below in each of the cases
mentioned above.

Case 0: ∅ ↔ ∅ if a = b .

Case 1.1: {1} ↔ {q} if 0 ≤ a = b− 1 ≤ q − 1 .

Case 1.2: {q − a} ↔ {a+ 1} if 0 < a = b− 1 < q − 1 .

Case 2.1: {1, a+ 2, a+ 3, . . . , b} ↔ {a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , b− 1, q} if 0 ≤ a < a+ 2 ≤ b < q .

Case 2.2: {1, a+ 2, a+ 3, . . . , b− 1, q} ↔ {a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , b} if 0 < a < a+ 2 ≤ b ≤ q .

Case 3: [q] ↔ [q] if a = 0 and b = q .

4.2. Yang-Baxter moves and their properties. Let us now consider an index set

(4.2) I := {1 < . . . < t < 1 < . . . < q < t+ 1 < . . . < n} ,

and let I := {1, . . . , n}. Let Γ = {βi}i∈I be a λ-chain, denote ri := sβi
as before, and let Γ′ = {β′

i}i∈I be
the sequence of roots defined by

(4.3) β′
i =

{
βq+1−i if i ∈ I \ I

βi otherwise .

In other words, the sequence Γ′ is obtained from the λ-chain Γ by reversing a certain segment. Now assume
that {β1, . . . , βq} are the positive roots of a rank two root system Φ (without repetition). Let W be the
corresponding dihedral reflection subgroup of the Weyl group W . The following result is easily proved using
the correspondence between λ-chains and reduced words for the affine Weyl group element v−λ mentioned in
Definition 3.1; most importantly, we need to recall from the proof of [12, Lemma 9.3] that the moves Γ → Γ′

correspond to Coxeter moves (on the mentioned reduced words) in this context.

Proposition 4.2. (1) The sequence Γ′ is also a λ-chain, and the sequence β1, . . . , βq is a reflection
ordering.

(2) We can obtain any λ-chain for a fixed dominant weight λ from any other λ-chain by moves of the
form Γ → Γ′.
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Let us now map the admissible subsets in A(Γ) to those in A(Γ′). Given J ∈ A(Γ), let

(4.4) J := J ∩ I , u := w(J ∩ {1, . . . , t}) , and w := w(J ∩ ({1, . . . , t} ∪ [q])) .

Also let

(4.5) u = bucu , w = bwcw , a := `(u) , and b := `(w) ,

as above. It is clear that we have a bijection Y : A(Γ) → A(Γ′) given by

(4.6) Y (J) := J ∪ Yq,a,b(J \ J) .

We call the moves J 7→ Y (J) Yang-Baxter moves (cf. the discussion following Theorem 4.1). Clearly,
a Yang-Baxter move preserves the Weyl group element w( · ) associated to an admissible subset, that is,
w(Y (J)) = w(J). In addition, Theorem 4.1 below holds.

Theorem 4.1. The map Y preserves the weight of an admissible subset. In other words, µ(Y (J)) = µ(J)
for all admissible subsets J .

We now explain the way in which the Yang-Baxter moves are related to the Yang-Baxter equation, which
justifies the terminology. In order to do this, we need to recall some information from [12]. Consider the
ring K := Z[Λ/h] ⊗ Z[W ], where Z[W ] is the group algebra of the Weyl group W , and Z[Λ/h] is the group
algebra of Λ/h := {λ/h | λ ∈ Λ} (i.e., of the weight lattice shrunk h times, h being the Coxeter number
defined in Subsection 2.1). We define Z[Λ/h]-linear operators Bα and Xλ on K, where α is a positive root
and λ is a weight:

Bα : w 7−→

{
wsα if `(wsα) = `(w) + 1

0 otherwise,
Xλ : w 7→ ew(λ/h)w.

Let us now consider the operators Rα := Xρ(Xα +Bα)X−ρ for α ∈ Φ+; if α ∈ Φ−, we define Rα by setting
Bα := −B−α. It was proved in [12, Theorem 10.1] that the operators {Rα | α ∈ Φ} satisfy the Yang-Baxter
equation in the sense of Cherednik [4]. The main application of the operators Rα was to show that, given a
λ-chain Γ = (β1, . . . , βn), we have

(4.7) Rβn
. . . Rβ1

(1) =
∑

J∈A(Γ)

eµ(J)w(J) .

Due to the Yang-Baxter property, the right-hand side of the above formula does not change when we replace
the λ-chain Γ by Γ′, as defined above. The Yang-Baxter moves described above implement the passage from
Γ to Γ′ at the level of the individual terms in (4.7).

We now present the main result related to Yang-Baxter moves.

Theorem 4.2. The root operators commute with the Yang-Baxter moves, that is, a root operator Fp is
defined on an admissible subset J if and only if it is defined on Y (J) and we have

Y (Fp(J)) = Fp(Y (J)) .

Theorem 4.2 asserts that the map Y above is an isomorphism between A(Γ) and A(Γ′) as directed
colored graphs. Given two arbitrary λ-chains Γ and Γ′, we know from Proposition 4.2 (2) that they can
be related by a sequence of λ-chains Γ = Γ0, Γ1, . . . , Γm = Γ′ to which correspond Yang-Baxter moves
Y1, . . . , Ym. Hence the composition Ym . . . Y1 is an isomorphism between A(Γ) and A(Γ′) as directed colored
graphs. Since every directed graph A(Γ) has a unique source (cf. [13, Proposition 6.9]), its automorphism
group as a directed colored graph consists only of the identity. Thus, we have the following corollary of
Theorem 4.2.

Corollary 4.3. Given two arbitrary λ-chains Γ and Γ′, the directed colored graph structures on A(Γ)
and A(Γ′) are isomorphic. This isomorphism is unique and, therefore, is given by the composition of Yang-
Baxter moves corresponding to any sequence of λ-chains relating Γ and Γ′.

We have thus given a combinatorial explanation for the independence of the directed colored graph
defined by our root operators from the chosen λ-chain.
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Corollary 4.4. Given any λ-chain Γ, the directed colored graph on the set A(Γ) defined by the root
operators is isomorphic to the crystal graph of the irreducible representation Vλ with highest weight λ. Under
this isomorphism, the weight of an admissible subset gives the weight space in which the corresponding element
of the canonical basis lies.

The above result follows, based on Corollary 4.3, from its special case corresponding to the particular
choice of a λ-chain Γ that was described in [13] and was mentioned in Subsection 3.1. Based on Corollary
4.4, we will now identify the elements of the canonical basis with the corresponding admissible subsets.

5. Schützenberger’s Involution

In this section, we present an explicit description of the involution ηλ in Subsection 2.3 in the spirit of
Schützenberger’s evacuation. We will show that the role of jeu de taquin in the definition of the evacuation
map is played by the Yang-Baxter moves.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, we fix an index set I := {1 < . . . < q < 1 < . . . < n}
and a λ-chain Γ = {βi}i∈I such that l∅i = 0 if and only if i ∈ I := {1 < . . . < q}. In other words, the
second occurence of a root can never be before the first occurence of another root. We will also write
Γ := (β1, . . . , βq, β1, . . . , βn). Let us recall the notation ri := sβi

for i ∈ I. It is easy to see that the set

Jmin := I is the minimum of the poset A(Γ).
Given a Weyl group element w, we denote by bwc and dwe the minimal and the maximal representatives

of the coset wWλ, respectively (where Wλ is the stabilizer of the weight λ). Let wλ
◦ be the longest element

of Wλ.

Definition 5.1. Let J be an admissible subset. Let J∩I = {j1 < . . . < ja} and J \I = {j1 < . . . < js}.
The initial key κ0(J) and the final key κ1(J) of J are the Weyl group elements defined by

κ0(J) := rj1
. . . rja

, κ1(J) := w(J) = κ0(J)rj1 . . . rjs
.

Remark 5.2. The keys κ0(J) and κ1(J) are the analogs of the left and right keys of a semistandard
Young tableau, as well as of the final and the initial directions of an LS path, respectively.

We associate with our fixed λ-chain Γ another sequence Γrev := {β′
i}i∈I by

β′
i :=

{
βi if i ∈ I

wλ
◦ (βn+1−i) otherwise .

In other words, we have

(5.1) Γrev = (β1, . . . , βq, w
λ
◦ (βn), wλ

◦ (βn−1), . . . , w
λ
◦ (β1)) .

Let r′i := sβ′
i

for i ∈ I. Fix an admissible subset

(5.2) J = {j1 < . . . < ja < j1 < . . . < js}

in A(Γ), where {j1 < . . . < ja} ⊆ I and {j1 < . . . < js} ⊆ I \ I. Let u := κ0(J) and w := κ1(J). We have
the increasing saturated chain

(5.3) 1 l rj1
l rj1

rj2
l . . .l rj1

. . . rja
= ul urj1 l urj1rj2 l . . .l urj1 . . . rjs

= w .

According to [5], there is a unique saturated increasing chain in Bruhat order of the form

1 l r′
k1

l r′
k1
r′
k2

l . . .l r′
k1
. . . r′

kb
= bw◦wc = w◦ww

λ
◦ ,

where {k1 < k2 < . . . < kb} ⊆ I. Define

(5.4) J rev := {k1 < . . . < kb < k1 < . . . < ks} ,

where ki := n+ 1 − js+1−i for i = 1, . . . , s. Note that β′
ki

= wλ
◦ (βjs+1−i

) for i = 1, . . . , s.

Proposition 5.1. Γrev is a λ-chain, and J rev is an admissible subset in A(Γrev). We have

(5.5) κ0(J
rev) = bw◦κ1(J)c , κ1(J

rev) = bw◦κ0(J)c , µ(J rev) = w◦(µ(J)) ,

as well as (J rev)rev = J .
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We will now present the main result related to the map J 7→ J rev, which involves its commutation with
the root operators.

Theorem 5.3. A root operator Fp is defined on the admissible subset J if and only if Ep∗ is defined on
J rev, and we have

(Fp(J))rev = Ep∗(J rev) .

We can summarize the construction so far as follows: given the λ-chain Γ (for a fixed dominant weight
λ), we defined the λ-chain Γrev, and given J ∈ A(Γ), we defined J rev ∈ A(Γrev). Hence we can map J rev to
an admissible subset J∗ ∈ A(Γ) using Yang-Baxter moves, as it is described in Section 4 and it is recalled
below. To be more precise, let R : A(Γ) → A(Γrev) denote the bijection J 7→ J rev. On the other hand,
we know from Proposition 4.2 (2) that the λ-chains Γrev and Γ can be related by a sequence of λ-chains
Γrev = Γ0, Γ1, . . . , Γm = Γ to which correspond Yang-Baxter moves Y1, . . . , Ym. By Corollary 4.3, the
composition Y := Ym . . . Y1 does not depend on the sequence of intermediate λ-chains, and it defines a
bijection from A(Γrev) to A(Γ). We let J∗ := Y R(J) and conclude that it is a bijection on A(Γ). The main
result of this section, namely Theorem 5.4 below, now follows directly from Theorems 4.2 and 5.3.

Theorem 5.4. The bijection J 7→ J∗ constructed above coincides with the fundamental involution ηλ on
the canonical basis. In other words, a root operator Fp is defined on the admissible subset J if and only if
Ep∗ is defined on J∗, and we have

(5.6) (Jmin)∗ = Jmax , (Jmax)
∗ = Jmin , and (Fp(J))∗ = Ep∗(J∗) , for p = 1, . . . , r .

In particular, the map J 7→ J∗ expresses combinatorially the self-duality of the poset A(Γ).

Remark 5.5. The above construction is analogous to the definition of Schützenberger’s evacuation map
(see, for instance, [6]). Below, we recall the three-step procedure defining this map and we discuss the
analogy with our construction in the case of each step.

(1) REVERSE: We rotate a given semistandard Young tableau by 180◦. This corresponds to reversing
its word, which is similar to the procedure used to construct Γrev from Γ.

(2) COMPLEMENT: We complement each entry via the map i 7→ w◦(i), where w◦ is the longest
element in the corresponding symmetric group. This corresponds to using w◦ for the arbitrary
Weyl group in the definition (5.4) of J rev.

(3) SLIDE: We apply jeu de taquin on the obtained skew tableau. This corresponds to the Yang-Baxter
moves Y1, . . . , Ym discussed above.

Example 5.6. Consider the Lie algebra sl3 of type A2, cf. Example 3.6. Consider the dominant weight
λ = 4ε1 + 2ε2 and the following λ-chain:

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
Γ = (α12, α13, α23, α13, α12, α13, α23, α13) .

Here we indicated the index corresponding to each root, using the notation above; more precisely, we have
I = {1 < 2 < 3 < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5} and I = {1 < 2 < 3}. By the defining relation (5.1), we have

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
Γrev = (α12, α13, α23, α13, α23, α13, α12, α13) .

Consider the admissible subset J = {2, 4}. This is indicated above by the underlined roots in Γ. In
order to define J rev, cf. (5.4), we need to compute

κ0(J
rev) = w◦w(J) = (s12s23s12)(s12s23) = s12 .

Hence we have J rev = {1, 2, 4}. This is indicated above by the underlined positions in Γrev.
In order to transform the λ-chain Γrev into Γ, we need to perform a single Yang-Baxter move; this

consists of reversing the order of the bracketed roots below:

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
Γrev = ( α12, α13, α23, α13, (α23, α13, α12), α13) −→

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5
Γ = ( α12, α13, α23, α13, (α12, α13, α23), α13) .
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The underlined roots indicate the way in which the Yang-Baxter move J rev 7→ Y (J rev) = J∗ works. All we
need to know is that there are two saturated chains in Bruhat order between the permutations u and w, cf.
the notation in (4.4):

u = s12 l s12s23 l s12s23s12 = w , u = s12 l s12s13 l s12s13s23 = w .

The first chain is retrieved as a subchain of Γrev and corresponds to J rev, while the second one is retrieved
as a subchain of Γ and corresponds to J∗. Hence we have J∗ = {1, 3, 4}.

We can give an intrinsic explanation for the fact that the map J 7→ J∗ is an involution on A(Γ); this
explanation is only based on the results in Sections 4 and 5, so it does not rely on Proposition 2.1 (2). Let
us first recall the bijections R : A(Γ) → A(Γrev) and Y : A(Γrev) → A(Γ) defined above. We claim that
Y R = R−1Y −1, which would prove that the composition Y R is an involution. In the same way as we proved
Theorem 5.4 (that is, as a direct consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 5.3), we can verify that the composition
R−1Y −1 satisfies the conditions in (5.6). Since these conditions uniquely determine the corresponding map
from A(Γ) to itself, our claim follows.

Remark 5.7. According to the above discussion, we have a second way of realizing the fundamental
involution ηλ on the canonical basis, namely as R−1Y −1. In some sense, this is the analog of the construction
of the evacuation map based on the promotion operation (see, for instance, [6, p. 184]).

We have the following corollary of Proposition 5.1.

Corollary 5.8. For any J ∈ A(Γ), we have

(5.7) µ(J∗) = w◦(µ(J)) , κ0(J
∗) = bw◦κ1(J)c , κ1(J

∗) = bw◦κ0(J)c .
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